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Idea
Lowe Worldwide

Actor Abhishek Bachchan, as the principal of a school, feels
helpless when he can’t give admission to a girl. Then an idea
strikes—the cellphone can help teachers reach somany chil-
dren. It works, with group after group in villages. The tag line:
‘An Idea can change your life’.

TOP OF THE MIND AD SURVEY

Nokia: total recall
ANokia cellphone commercial is topping

the charts once again. The ad, which
shows vignettes of modern India’s

dreams, continues the tradition of using
ordinary people to depict those “special Nok-
ia” moments.

Rated the best on-air advertisement in the
month of July in the Mint-Synovate-TVAd
Indx survey, it was also the only one among
the Top 15 ads with a 100% brand recall. The
survey gathers the voices of 750 randomly
chosen consumers across the three metros of
New Delhi, Mumbai and Bangalore.

July saw a clean sweep by telecom brands—
with the top five positions going to Nokia,
Motorola, Airtel (No. 3 and No. 4) and
Idea—indicating perhaps that telecom ads
have outpaced those of soaps and other con-
sumer goods in grabbing commercial airtime
and consumer mindshare.

Ariel’s twin ads using the relationship card,
depicting cricketers Zaheer Khan and Yuvraj
Singh with their mothers, find themselves at
No. 8 and No. 12, respectively, among the Top
15 ads.

These two TV spots, along with the Active
Wheel ad, are the only ones from the detergent/
soaps category that find a place in the survey.
However, our expert Santosh Desai calls the Ac-
tive Wheel ad a parody which falls flat.

This time, too, celebrities rule the airwaves.
The only ad where the spotlight is on lesser

mortals, despite the presence of actor Abhishek
Bachchan, is the Idea commercial at No. 5. The
ad also scored a 100 on the likeability index in
our survey.

The Idea ad blends usefulness with social
purpose and succeeds admirably. Desai, too,
commends the unusualness of the canvas but
advises that the company should now imple-
ment the thought. “Otherwise, today’s good
idea is tomorrow’s exploitation.”

Pond’s White Beauty episodic ad, at No. 11,
continues to hold viewers’ interest. But it has
been a climbdown from its June ranking—it
was at No. 3 then. Will it be able to retain view-
er interest in the coming months? Let us wait
and see.

July also saw two watch commercials—Titan
and Timex—at No. 13 and No. 14 positions, re-
spectively, in our rankings. Actor Aamir Khan
certainly brings to the Titan ad his motto: a dif-
ferent persona in every film.

Cadbury, a regular in our survey, is at No. 7
with its tongue-in-cheek Dairy Milk ad. Howev-
er, Prathap Suthan, national creative director,
Cheil Communications, has a different take.

He believes Cadbury is trying out a new ad-
vertising reason, a reason that is unreal. “Cele-
bration is about being honest… Celebration
has to come from the heart. Not packaged as a
made-up excuse,” he says. We will leave it to
viewers to decide on that.
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Some figures have been rounded off

HOW THEY SCORED ON AD DIAGNOSTICS
Likeability (%) Enjoyment (%) Believability (%) Claim (%) Ad diagnostics

TOP TELEVISION ADS IN JULY
Awareness (%) Brand recall (%) Ad reach index

Some figures have been rounded off
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Idea/National

Active Wheel/Easy

Cadbury Dairy Milk

Ariel OxyBlu/Spring Clean

Maruti Alto

Chocolate Horlicks

Pond's White Beauty

Ariel OxyBlu

Titan/Range

Timex

Brooke Bond Red Label Natural Care

Titan/Range

Timex

Parachute Therapie

Visa Bill Pay

Nokia/1208/1209

Mobilenxt.com

TVS Flame 125cc

Parle Musst Bites

Pond's White Beauty

IBM Business Consulting Services

Monster.com

Motorola MotoRokr/E8

Idea/National

Maruti Alto

Ariel OxyBlu/Spring Clean

Active Wheel/Easy-Wash Active Wheel Bar
Lowe Worldwide

Women activists of the National No Paseena Commission are
after themenwhosewives sweat it outwhile washing clothes.
Then they come across amanwhosewife is smiling.Why?
Well, she has ActiveWheel, which removes the dirt and the
spots. The tag line: ‘Mehnat se aazadi’ (freedom from labour).

Ariel OxyBlu/Spring Clean
Saatchi and Saatchi Advertising

Cricketer Zaheer Khan, helping his mother with work at home,
stains his T-shirt. His mother is unruffled. The tag line: ‘Har
champion ke peeche hai ek tough coach, Ariel Oxyblu ka bharo-
sa’ (behind every champion is a tough coach, and confidence in
Ariel Oxyblu).

Maruti Alto
Lowe Worldwide

When awoman accuses her husband of not loving her, he
takes her for a long drive in his Maruti Alto—it’s reliable and
can travel long distances. Later, he asks her who else can love
her somuch, and she gives the Alto a flying kiss. The tag line:
‘Aapka sachcha humsafar’ (your true partner).

Pond’s White Beauty
Ogilvy and Mather

It has three actors. Saif Ali Khan is about to give Neha Dupia a
ring when an SMS from Priyanka Chopra upsets him. Dhupia
quietly sends an SMS from his phone, asking Chopra to leave
him alone. Chopra leaves for Paris. Tag line: ‘To be continued’.

Ariel OxyBlu
Saatchi and Saatchi Advertising

Cricketer Yuvraj Singh stains his shirt while practising cricket
at home. His mother is unruffled, and says champions need to
practise constantly. The tag line: ‘Har champion ke peeche Ariel
ka bharosa’ (behind every champion is the confidence in Ariel).

Cadbury Dairy Milk
Ogilvy and Mather

A group is watching a cricketmatch on TV between India and
Kenya. Oneman is readywith chocolates, but India loses—a
hush falls. A boy, hopes of chocolates receding, quickly picks up
one—after all, he says, someone haswon. Others follow. The
tag line: ‘Kuchmeetha ho jaye’ (let’s have something sweet).

Chocolate Horlicks
JWT

Giving up on adults, five children—Sid, Sameer, Darsheel, Neha
and Jia—want to change things: the way they live, the food
they have, and their school rules. They want to become taller,
stronger, sharper. The tag line: ‘Badlo apne bachpan ka size’
(change your childhood).

Titan
Ogilvy and Mather

Actor Aamir Khan rides amerry-go-round, goes go-karting,
runs on the beach—he has a different Titan watch for every
activity. His motto: Dare to dream different every day, as a
child would. The tag line: ‘Titan... BeMore’.

Motorola MotoRokr/E8
Ogilvy and Mather

Actor Abhishek Bachchan just can’t seem to focus, whether he
is at a serious talk show or garlanding aman at a function.
Eventually, he rushes to the privacy of the washroom—it turns
out there’s a part of him just waiting to break free and tune in
to themusic on his mobile. Tag line: ‘For You andMusic You’.

Airtel SMS Value Added
Rediffusion-Dentsu, Young & Rubicam

It features actors Vidya Balan andMadhavan. Balan, stuck in
traffic, callsMadhavan to ask him to get things ready for
friendswhowill be visting. To the relief ofMadhavan, who is
watching cricket on TV, her talktime runs out—but she recharg-
es via SMS. The tag line: Recharge prepaid from yourmobile.

Airtel SMS Value Added
Rediffusion-Dentsu, Young & Rubicam

When a tiredMadhavan returns from office, Vidya Balan asks
if he has sent money to their father. He hasn’t, but quietly and
quickly SMSes instructions for themoney transfer. When she
repeats the question, he replies, “Kabka” (long back). The tag
line: Transfer money from yourmobile.

Nokia 1208/1209
Wieden+Kennedy

It’s the stuff of dreams. Clips show a boy
making a toy house, a man hoping to
own a home some day, twowomen clim-
bing on a toy bike, hoping tomove for-
ward, a couple with their daughter get-
ting into themodel of a car they hope to
have one day, a family yearning to travel
in a plane and aman dreaming of
becoming a business tycoon. The phone
rings. A voice-over tells themwhat to do:
Be ready with a Nokia digicolour mobile,
with its long battery life and better sig-
nal, so that when Lady Luck knocks on
the door, the dreams can be realized. The
tag line: ‘Sapne dekhnamat chodo’
(don’t stop dreaming).

ON THE SPOT/SANTOSH DESAI, CEO, FUTURE BRANDS

Strategy takes a back seat
This month’s commercials are a good example of the decline of strategy in advertising. Few brands
offer meaningful propositions and even fewer are working towards creating a coherent brand world

Pond’s White Beauty
Ogilvy and Mather

A good example of interesting
communication in an otherwise
predictable category without toomuch
byway of strategic thought. The idea of
a serialized soap, though by itself not
new, is rendered credibly with the help of
some big stars. And yes, the ad also
makes a significant contribution to
mankind by introducing us to the idea of
pinkish whiteness!

Chocolate Horlicks
JWT

Now this is a rarity. A commercial with a
good thought executed badly. The idea
that children, disgusted with adults
decide, to take on themantle of change
is a good place to start. Making them
dance to cringe-inducing hip hop, and
giving themwhat I believe in the rarefied
circles of advertising is called “loads of
attitude”, makes them brats youwant
to execute at dawn. Thenwhy is it one of
the picks for themonth, youmaywell
ask. Good question. Refer to
“paucity-of-good-strategic-thinking”
argument above.

Sometimes an agency falls in love with itself and begins to imi-
tate its ownwork. Having successfully done the brand-with-
social-purpose bit with Surf Excel and Idea, Lowe takes up
ActiveWheel and dreams up a parody using the turgid
device of a body called the National No Paseena Commis-
sion, consisting of unattractive women in big bindis who
arrest husbands because their wives sweat while washing
clothes. No, I am notmaking this up. Tries too hard. Stereo-
types toomuch. The womenmeet amanwho shows off his still
gleaming wife, who shows off the product. Falls flat with a resounding
thud.

It stereotypes too much

I’M GLAD I DIDN’T MAKE THIS AD...

It sounds glib, dishonest
Thenew Cadbury ad getsmy goat. Every time I

see it, I zap it. Like a zit. It is just not in me to
rise over my defeat and revel in my opponent’s
victory. My blood runs on pride. It is my
shortcoming. Forgiveme for being an Indian.

However, as Cadbury wants us tomake light of
it, see the bright side and findmerriment in getting
vanquished, I suppose all of us should have
celebrated when Sri Lanka defeated us. Tome,
every timewe lose, I lose. Every timewewin, I win.
My relationship with the team is precious and
patriotic. I do not have the large-heartedness or
the thick skin to jump sides. Loyalty for me is
unchanging. My goosebumps are reserved only for
India.

Leander Paes andMahesh Bhupathi got
Rogered at the Olympics. Shall we ignore their pain
and distribute chocolates? Switzerland won, after
all. Akhil Kumar got pummelled and Gojan won.
Hurray! Moldova won. Poor Rathore failed to even
qualify. Let us celebrate his anguish. Ah! The Indian

hockey team has not qualified for Beijing. But how
many trucks of chocolate for Pakistan? At least
they are playing.

Of course, I am irritating you. But that exactly is
my point. Reality is not very forgiving and neither is
defeat in sport conducive to sellingmore chocolate.

Then again, Abhinav Bindra won a gold. India’s
very first. That is pure victory. True reason to
celebrate. And that is precisely what is missing in
the Cadbury ad. It misses the soul and the passion.

Unlike the time they got it right when Pappu
passed his exams. It touchedme andmillionsmore.
Because empathy for the underdog is powerful.
And because celebration is about being honest.
Celebration has to come from the heart. Not
packaged as amade-up excuse. Somewhere, this
Cadbury ad sounds glib. Dishonest. Trying a new
advertising reason. And that unfortunately is not
reality. In real life and in real sport, victory is sweet
and defeat is bitter. And both are instantaneous. I
love to celebratemywins. I hatemy losses. Period.

By the way, your son just failed and your
neighbour’s son got the first rank. Here, have some
chocolates.

PRATHAP SUTHAN
National creative director, Cheil Communications

Idea
Lowe Worldwide

No running away from this one.
Abhishek Bachchan smiles beatifically
as young village children use amobile
phone to get convent-educated.What
works is the scale and unusualness of
the canvas. Idea, as a brand, now has a
definite voice and an arena it can call its
own. One caution—all this is just
advertising. If Idea is serious about this
territory, it must now actually do
something on the ground. Otherwise,
today’s good idea is tomorrow’s
exploitation.

The top ads are selected on the basis of their score on the
ad reach index. This score is calculated bymultiplying the
awareness score and the brand recall score and dividing
this by 100.

The ad diagnostic score is not used to rate the ads, but

is provided to help advertisers understand how successful
their ads have been in breaking through the clutter. The ad
diagnostic score is an average of an ad’s likeability, enjoy-
ment, believability and claims score.

TURKEY OF THE MONTH

Interesting and
done credibly

Good thought
executed badly

Idea now has a
definite voice
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Methodology: The survey, conducted by Synovate India and supported by admonitoring firm TVAd Indx, covers 750 respondents—250 each in NewDelhi, Mumbai and Bangalore. The
respondents, in the age group of 18-40, have access to cable or satellite television, and belong to high-income groups. The scores were compiled on the basis of spontaneous recall,
aided recall and likeability.

SANDEEP BHATNAGAR/MINT

Active
Wheel/Easy-Wash
Active Wheel Bar
Lowe Worldwide

Cadbury Dairy Milk
Ogilvy and Mather


